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SUBJECT: Second consultation on Virtual Interconnection Points 

Dear Sir / Madam 

First and foremost, SEEL supports waiting to implement VIPs until there is a clear legal and regulatory 

framework in Europe to ensure harmonised implementation of VIPs in all markets and avoid the risk of 

capacity mismatches and the operational and administrative burden of trying to manage differences in 

implementation across borders, which would be both costly and time consuming.  Coordinating the timing 

of VIP implementation once the relevant EU framework is clarified will further facilitate this objective. 

Moreover, SEEL supports waiting until NC TAR is implemented to avoid changing tariffs, first for VIP 

implementation and then again for NC TAR implementation, which would create unnecessary uncertainty 

for shippers. 

We accept, however, that the above approach is not without its challenges and we would welcome further 

clarification to ensure a level playing field for shippers purchasing capacity at IPs/VIP and that shippers 

have sufficient time and information to conclude capacity booking decisions in upcoming auctions.  

Transferring existing contracts to the VIP could resolve the risk of a capacity mismatch by ensuring that 

capacity on one side of an IP isn’t stranded by a mismatch of available capacity on the corresponding side, 

which could limit available VIP capacity. For example, where a shipper holds IP exit capacity with no 

corresponding IP entry capacity, this could mean that the VIP capacity is unavailable to book until the IP 

exit capacity contract expires. 

Furthermore, if GTS’s interpretation of the CAM network Code is such that no capacity can be offered at 

the VIP until all existing IP contracts expire, then there is a risk that the offer of future cross-border capacity 

could be greatly restricted, impeding cross-border flows and market liquidity. 

It follows that a difference in interpretation of the CAM Network Code, the definition of capacity products 

and timing of VIP implementation would contribute to increased operational risk and costs to shippers, 

which runs contrary to the rationale of VIP implementation, which is to simplify hub-to-hub trading. 

We would encourage GTS and neighbouring TSOs to work on an implementation path and rules as soon as 

possible.  Should neighbouring TSOs decide to implement VIPs without waiting for EU clarification, this will 

at least facilitate a workable solution in the interim and in any case, it will ensure transparency for shippers 

and facilitate the efficient set-up and operation of the VIPs on both sides of the border. 
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With respect to the following statements offered by GTS, we would like to respond as follows: 

a) VIPs are an improvement for shippers from an operational perspective. 

Should the current European wide issues of information transparency and certainty be resolved 

and where harmonised rules and regulations are adhered to when implementing VIPs, we 

envisage an improvement for shippers from an operational perspective. 

 

b) The VIP implementation as initially proposed by GTS has one major disadvantage: negative 

financial consequences for existing contracts. 

Agree.  Transferring existing IP contracts to the VIP could lead to an increase in tariffs for some 

existing capacity bookings.  Conversely, it could lower tariffs at other IPs.  Waiting until NC TAR 

implementation could mitigate this concern. 

 

c) Option 1, wait for NC TAR, will resolve this issue for the shippers. 

Agree. 

 

d) GTS should implement option 3 or 4 without delay despite the higher costs and the limited 

added value in view of the pending implementation of NC TAR 

Disagree. 

 

e) The best way to move forward is to wait for the Commission to provide a proper legal and 

regulatory framework. 

Agree. 

 

Please do not hesitate to contact me, should you wish to discuss any aspect of our response. 

Your sincerely  

Shell Energy Europe Ltd 

 

Christiane Sykes. 
Commercial Regulatory Affairs Manager North West Europe 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 


